
Analyst Intern - Strategy&Planning

Tvoji zadaci

In the Continental AM Budapest, we are creating the next generation of
software solutions to power safety-critical systems and enable
autonomous driving features in new vehicles around the globe. We are
working towards Vision Zero, a goal to eliminate thousands of fatal
accidents happening every day on the world’s roads. Our aim is to
develop cutting edge techniques that sense and understand the vehicle
environment.

As an Analyst Intern you will be supporting the leaders of our Customer
Segment Europe teams who help deliver software solutions for ADAS
customer projects.

Your task:

Maintaining and updating PowerBIs
Modification of data, pivot tables, updating of database information
(raw data)
Improvement measures for AI involvement / embedding to our tools
Evaluation of external market reports and comparison with internal
available information
Participation in internal stakeholder alignments & collaboration
Maintaining and tracking operative actions related to sales or product
portfolio
Data visualization: creating tables, charts, flows, etc
Other ad hoc administrative tasks

Tvoj profil

Ongoing university studies (BSc, MSc) for at least 1 more year
Able to work 24 hours/week
Experience in using Excel and PowerBI
Knowledge of Artificial Intelligence
Good analytical skills
Good communication skills
Good data visualization skills

In addition, it would be beneficial to have:

Programming skills
Experience in supporting tool development / change requests
handling

Naša ponuda

 

An inspiring local team and collaboration in our international
development network

ID posla
REF58020A

Sektor
Information Technology

Lokacija
Будимпешта

Pravno lice
Continental Autonomous
Mobility Hungary Kft.



Dynamic, youthful corporate culture and a challenging role with end-
to-end responsibility
A mentoring program that offers the chance to receive guidance and
knowledge from our seasoned colleagues in a close-knit environment
An opportunity for career advancement as we offer three tiers of
internship levels, allowing you to progress further on your career path
New and modern office in the heart of Budapest (near Kalvin square)
Flexible working hours and work-from-home arrangements. 

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online
application.

O nama

Continental, founded in 1871, is a global technology company
specializing in sustainable and connected mobility solutions. With 150
years of experience, we provide safe, efficient, and affordable solutions
for vehicles, machines, and transportation. In 2022, we achieved €39.4
billion in sales, employing over 199,000 people across 57 countries.
Our portfolio includes automotive safety, brakes, automation, and
communication technologies for vehicles.


